The
Portable
Studio
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Make work light
Make light work

The Portable Studio gives you all the power of Dedolights
award winning lights in a package compact enough for even a
one-person camera crew. Comparable lighting kits from other
manufacturers can weigh three times as much, are more than
three times the size and don‘t
offer the same potential.
Elements of this lighting
system are regularly used
on elaborate Hollywood film
productions ($ 100 million
blockbusters) and for intricate
special effects sequences,
such as on Harry Potter,
Armageddon and Lord of the
Rings.
It’s no surprise that
Dedolights have already won
two awards from the Oscar
Committee of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences and an Emmy.
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The focusing lights
Our revolutionary
optical system uses
two unique aspheric
lenses.
The front lens is fixed,
but the other moves
either with the lamp
and reflector OR
relative to both the
lamp and reflector
(patented).
The 150 W light offers
• More light output
than a 500 W
studio luminaire
• Perfect light
distribution
in all focusing
positions

1:23
25:1
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Flood

Medium

Spot

Precision Lighting
The Dedolight distributes perfectly even light across the lit area
in all focusing positions – without hotspots or bright rings.
It also emits a pure beam with no stray light to offer the cleanest, most defined light beam. To soften the beam edges fit
any of 23 different diffusion gels. No filter or gel exists that can
make an undefined light beam more precise.
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Better

control

No light source can offer cleaner
shadow edges than our DBD8 –
8-leaf barn doors (due to our optical
system).

DBD8

DLWA – An optical wide-angle
attachment with its own 8-leaf barn
door for working in confined spaces,
while retaining focus-ability, light
distribution and barn door control.
Graduated grey filters (on heat
resistant Borosilicate glass) offer
smooth light distribution when
lighting from an angle. Almost every
lighting situation puts the lights at
an angle and, to date, no one has
been able to offer a perfectly clean
solution. Dedolight offers graduated
grey filters in the steps:
DGRADF03 – 0.3, DGRADF06 – 0.6
and DGRADF09 – 0.9 (1, 2 or 3
stops) to be used with different
angles of incidence or effects.
Other ways to control lighting with
the Dedolight system include:

DLWA

DGRADF03, DGRADF06,
DGRADF09

DSCFS

DSCG

DSCD1/2

•S
 crims (wire nets): full, double,
half and graduated.
• Dichroic conversion filters (DDCF
– daylight/DTCF – tungsten light).
•S
 ets of gel filters – cut to size
for our filter holders: neutral grey,
diffusion, blue, effect colors and
warm tone filters.
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DG...
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DP1
The DP1 Universal Projection
Attachment Imager works with:
• Framing shutters: movable
shadow masks for precision
light and shadow forms.
• Iris

DP2

•G
 obo projection: our steel
gobos are available with more
than 300 different shadow
patterns (see gobo catalogue),
while the range of glass gobos
available include multicolored
and made-to-order variations.

The DP2 Projection Attachment/
Imager is the same as the DP1,
but with integrated framing shutter leaves (not suitable for iris
or gobo projection). Easier
to handle.
All projection attachments and
imagers use interchangeable
lenses. These precision optics
include seven different lenses,
covering wide angle, standard,
telephoto and zoom.

Gobo sets for DP1 require a
DPGH gobo holder.
8
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Projection/Imager
Attachments

The optics of these attachments have been carefully
designed to match the Dedolight double aspheric system
(when used on other light sources, they will show inferior
results). They offer highly precise light and shadow edge
without:
• Color fringing
• Halation
• Distortion
…which plague other comparable systems in a variety of
combinations

Projection/Imaging
Systems
•C
 reate interesting background projections with
gobos (for example during interviews), with otherwise dull backgrounds.
•C
 reate the most precise effects and accents –
down to the smallest detail.
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Projection Systems
The DP1 – Universal Imager

can be used

• T o create interesting background projections with gobos (for
example during interviews), with otherwise dull backgrounds.
• T o create a specific mood in your images, such as with large
projections on the entire background.
• To place high-precision accents or effects on your product
shots, even for the smallest conceivable objects (i.e. select
facets of a diamond may be specially lit). This can be done
with a combination projection lens and extension tube.
• To give a video interview a “film look.” Almost all video
cameras use lenses that deliver an extended depth of field
compared to those used with film cameras due to their small
sensor area in relation to the larger film image. The result:
the background remains in focus. There is no separation from
the background as you would get with the more limited depth
of field of a film camera.
An out of focus background projection created by one of
Dedolights DP1 imagers cannot be put back into focus by
any video camera. This provides better separation between
foreground and background, and gives the impression of
greater depth – the magic of image creation.

Detail /Accents
The unsurpassed precision and efficiency of Dedolight
optics make it possible to project/image gobo patterns
and logos over a large area as well as accent the smallest
objects. Precision lighting for product shots, food, cosmetics,
still life with tunable and defined accents and controlled
reflexes that bring out details of the surface structure.
10
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Backround Projection
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6-Light Set Up

Code: SPS6
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6-Light Set Up
For most cameras, the look obtained by this kind of set up
could easily be achieved with just two of our highly efficient
150 W soft lights.
It is truly amazing how much light you DON’T need.
For lighting three people, the key and fill light need to be placed
at a larger distance from the subjects so that you do not create
uncomfortable differences in light intensity between the nearest
and farthest person.
The 150 W soft light with mini soft box (DSBSXS), 12” x 12”
(30 cm x 30 cm) can be regarded as an ideal tool for single
person portraits.
With several people in the shot, it has to be moved further
away and so becomes proportionally smaller and the shadow/
light transitions become slightly harder. The solution is to use a
larger soft box (diffuser):
Dedoflex small (DSBSS), 41 cm x 56 cm (16” x 22”), or even
Dedoflex silver dome medium (DSBSM), 61 cm x 81 cm (24” x 32”).
All three sizes of the soft boxes will fit onto the same little
150 W soft light and still provide amazing output with perfect
soft light qualities.
In this 6-light set up example, we have used two 1000 W soft
lights (DLH1000S) instead so that the sources could be placed
at considerably larger distances than depicted here, allowing
the lighting of a larger set up for multi-person interviews or
documentaries.
All of these are just simple examples of lighting set ups
and equipment configurations. You may want to modify these
examples to fit your taste, experience and needs.
For additional equipment choices, please look at the full
Dedolight catalogue (The Two Faces of Light) or consult our
website at www.dedolight.com.
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Sundance
Daylight/Tungsten
Light System
The Maximum in
versatility, control,
precision and light
character.

The Minimum of weight, size and set-Up.
Convert Daylight to Tungsten by a
simple lamp change. Same ballast,
same light head. Replace the daylight
lamp with our special ceramic high
performance tungsten lamp.
• Both lamps offer the highest possible output -80 lumens per watt
• Four times as much as halogen
• Both lamps guarantee professional color rendition: CRI> 92

Precision Focusing
• F antastic light output and focusing
range beyond any comparable
system
• Surgically precise beam
• Perfectly even light distribution
• Accepts all classic Dedolight
accessories and imagers
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Gentle Soft Light
•S
 ingle purpose dedicated
design
• The actual light source is
in the focal center of the soft box
• Double the light output compared
to a soft box in front of a Fresnel
• Smooth and even light distribution
on the diffuser
• Choice of many different sizes of
soft boxes
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